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Abstract-The experimental r-esuilts concerning the
temperature dependence of the dark currents in some
charge-coupled devices (CCDs) were analyzed It was
found that the utsed theoretical model allows: (J) the
evalutation of the lowest lim?7it Of ex-perimental errors
(involving the svstematic ones), (ii) the stutdy of
Meyer-Neldel relations, poinlting ouit the high
correlation of diffusion dar-k cuirrents with the energy
gap Eg. unlike the corresponding weak correlation
of depletion dark currents. (iii) raither accuircate
assignments of the obtained vailutes of deep-level traps

energies to some specific im?puri-ities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known [1] the necessity of the
prev-ious estimation (before the fitting parameters
evaluation) both of errors corresponding to the
individual values dispersion (anl easy task. leading to a
zero-order approximation of experimental errors) and
of the "'systematic" errors (due to the specific features
of the used experimental installation).
In order to obtain some evaluations of the true
errors (involving the systematic ones, whose accurate
determination is rather difficult, som1etimes practically
impossible), we studied the compatibility of the
predictions of different theoretical models of dark
currents relative to experimental data. The lowest
limit of the true experimental errors was evaluated so,
being compared permanently with the description
errors of different theoretical models of dark currents.
The obtained values of fitting parameters were
analyzed, in order to find their physical meaning.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PART
The experimental procedures used for the
determination of dark currents in the charge-coupled
0-7803-9214-0/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE

devices (CCD) were described by work [4]. The dark
currents obey (as many thermnally activated processes)
the Arrhenius law: De
De- exp(- AE/kT),
(I)
their values increasing exponentially towards higlher
temperatures. According to the experimental results
reported by work [51, the average values of the dark
currents for 20 randomly chosen pixels were only
0.00978 counts/s at T=222 K. 0.0387 counts/s at T=
232 K, reaching the level of 223.433 counts/s at T=291
K. That is why the relative standard (square mean)
errors of the individtual valUes were rather large at low
temperatures: 35.85% at T=222 K and 9.45% at
T=232 K, decreasinig qulickly: 3.53% (242 K). 1.03%
(252 K), 0.486% (262 K). 0.233% (271 K and 281 K.
respectively), 0.297% (291 K). Eliminating the lowest
studied temperatur-es (222 and 232 K. in order to
ensure a good aCCulr acy of fitting paramneter-s
evaluations), we have fouind an average relative
standard error (due to the dispersion of experimenetal
individual values) of 1.5250o for the 6 highest
temperatures (242.. .291 K). This value represents the
zero-order approximation of thle experimenetal errors.
Some unwanted implications of the dark cuirrents.
referring to milajor Ilimitatioiis of the proper operatiolns
of semiconductor- devices (as CCDs and dynamiiic
RAM memor-ies), were examined by worIks [6]-[81.
=

3. THEORETICAL MODEL
The theoretical niodel of dark currenits in CCDs w-as
studied in detail by work 91]. Because foir a CC) Llsed
in the mullti-pinniied phase (MPP) mode. the surface
dark current generated at the Si- SiOn, interface is
almost completely stuppressed. the imiaini remaining
souLrces of dark c Urrents are the depletion (or bullk)
current generated in the depletion region atnd the
diffusion dark current fiomii the field-free region.
In the region depleted of carriers (of size X(ILxp
where the electric field sweeps the electronis anld holes
to the n- and p-regions, resp.) of CCDs operating in the
deep-depletion ilmode (wlhen n, p << ni ), the depletion
darki current in c7s (or counts/s) per pixel is:
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the plot De = f(T) , there were calculated: (i) the
reduced errors z(T1i ), z(Dti ) for the tangency point:
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theoretical relation relative to the state of individual
values ( Tfl,1p, D11lp ) has to be rejected if the error risk
qi is less than a certain limit (threshold) L, usually
chosen between 0.001 (=0.1%) and 0.02 (=2%).
Because even for the zero-order approximation of
experimental errors (neglecting the rather important

systematic errors), 56.25% of the theoretically
predicted dark currents are compatible with the
experimental results, we will assume a general
compatibility, in the limits of the true total errors. It

(5)

results that the real standard error [corresponding to
the dark currents individual values with rejection er-ror
risks (calculated starting from the zero-order
approximation of experimental errors) less than 0.001]
has to be somewhat larger than that corresponding to
the dispersion of the individual De values. For L
0.001: St1 =In103 _6.918 (if r- =0) and the first
order approximation (lowest limit) of the average
relative true errors (involving the systematic ones) will
be the highest square mean deviation for all stLudied
pixels and temperatures. ensuring (at limit) the
compatibility of the theoretical model relative to tlle
obtained experimental results:

(6)

where D,, is the diffusivity of electrons, from the
Fick's law:
(7)
J,.l -D, VIz,
Na is the concentration of acceptor impurities (in our
case - boron), while the characteristic length
-c = inf(xff , Ln ) is the least between the diffusion
length of free electrons L,, and the size xff of the
field-free region of CCD.

4. CHARACTERISTIC ERRORS
In order to evaluate (for the studied pixels) the
material parameters (as EgI DeO,dep, DeO,di/
|Et - Ei1, etc), we used the classical version [10]-[12]
of the gradient method. Starting from the: a) most
probable values Ti,,1p, Di,,lp of the temperature and
of its associated dark current for each studied pixel, b)
the square mean deviations s(T ), s(Di ) of the individual values Ti, Di corresponding to the state
(temperature) i and the correlation coefficient r, of
these deviations, c) the values Tti, Dti corresponding
to the tangency point of the confidence ellipse Ei to

-

)
[13]:
qi = exp(- .'
(9)
According to the usual procedures of mathematical
statistics (see e.g. [I]-[3]), the compatibility of a

the pre-(exponential) factor of the diffusion dark

current being:

*z(T)i)z(Dt1,

risk qi at the rejection of the
compatibility of the theoretical relation De = f(T)
relative to the state of individual values ( T1,np, Di?Ip )

exp - cosh a

a=- lim
g(4)
T-+O K dIT
Eg being the energy gap, Ei - the intrinsic Fermi
level, N - the concentration of bulk generationrecombination centers (traps) at the energy level Et,
Vth - the thermal velocity, Ap1, - area of pixel, ap,
a,, are the cross-sections for holes, and electrons,
resp., while N ,, N. are the effective densities of
states for the valence and conduction band, resp.
Similarly, the diffusion contribution to the dark
currents is given by the expression [5], [9]:

Deh

Sti = z2 (Tti ) + (Di 2)

s(De) = sup4 D,1 -DB,,v) 6918
One obtains

so

j-

ij-12

I.

that the minimal values of true

(standard) experimental errors are: 1.12% (instead of
1.03%) at 252 K, 0.71% (instead of 0.486% anid
0.233%, resp.) at 262 K and 271 K, 0.81% (instead of
0.233%) at 281 K, anid 0.37% (instead of 0.297%) at

291 K. It results that the real average relative standard
corresponding to the 6 higlhest studied
temperatures (242 ... 291 K) lhas to be at least 1.608%
(instead of the value 1.525% corresponding to the
dispersion of individual valtues), value representing a
first order approximation of the experimental errors.
error
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5. PRE-EXPONENTIAL FACTORS AND
MEYER-NELDEL RELATIONS
Using the method of the regression line, we

obtained the standard confidence intervals of
Arrhenius' parameters: AE = 0.92958± 0.07597 eV
and:
DeoArrh = (1.066 ... 465.4) x 10 1 7 counts / s .
We obtained a very high value of the correlation
coefficient between the natural logarithm of pre-factor
De Arrh and the activation energy AE: rArrh.
0.9999177, indicating so the validity of the MeyerNeldel rule: De- = De60 exp(AE/EMN),
(10)
with a value of the Meyer-Neldel energy:
EMN - 24.997 melV.
We studied also the compatibility of the theoretical
model given by relations (2) [in the simplifying
conditions of equal cross-sections: ap = orn - a=0
and of deep-level traps located in proximity of the
intrinsic Fermi level: Et - Ei ] and (5), obtaining the
rather good (small) relative square mean error 2.722%
corresponding to this theoretical description. After the
elimination of 10% suspect (probably roughly
erroneous) individual experimental data, the
confidence intervals corresponding to the energy gap
and to the pre-exponential factors of the diffusion and
depletion terms resulted as: Eg = 1.0423 ± 0.0256 eV,

Dedif

= (3.77...25.1) x

10 - counts/s and:

De6>depl = (1.285...2.948) X 106 co-nts/s, resp.
Unfortunately, the existing theoretical methods for
the evaluation of the sizes Xff, Xdep of the free-field
and of the depletion regions, resp. are too inaccurate
to allow the comparison of the experimental values
obtained for pre-factors DeodIff. Deodep with the
corresponding theoretical predictions. That is why the
experimental values of pre-factors are (conversely)
used to evaluate the sizes of the field-free region Xff
and of the depletion region xdep [9]
While the correlation coefficients of the energy gap
and pre-factors corresponding to the Arrhenius
relation (1) and to the depletion term (2) of dark
currents are mediocre: r(E9 ln De -Arrh. 0.81 or
even weak: r(Eg,ln Deo,dep)_0.38...0.72, that of
Eg and of the diffusion term (5) of dark currents is

very high: r( Eg? In De- diff) 0.9998 ... 0.999992
(depending on the studied pixels), indicating the
validity of the Meyer-Neldel relation. In this last case,

obtained a value of the Meyer-Neldel energy of
25.3 ... 25.9 meV. The obtained results indicate a very
weak correlation of E g with characteristic lengths
(xdep, xf
Jf L, ), but (see also relation (6)) a probable
very strong correlation of the electrons diffusivity D,,
with the energy gap, due to the migration entropy for
the thermally activated jumping over potential barrier-s
between different sites [4], [14]-[16].

we

6. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
ENERGY GAP
The specialty literature involves both linear and nonlinear semiempirical descriptions of the temperature
dependence of the energy gap in Silicon. E.g., the
graphical plot from Fig. 4.7 [17] is equivalent to the
expression:
Eg(eV) = 1.20-3.4x104 T.
(11)
According to relations (4) from Section 3, this is
equivalent to a / k 3.947 and the appearance of the
factor exp ak ( =51.8) in expression (4) for Deo,dep
As it concerns the nonlinear semiempirical relation
4.73xl10-4T2 (2
ofSze[18]: Eg(eV)=117

+T 361

due to the presence of some very long "valleys"' of the
sum S(DeodWf, De (I p, Eg; T) of weighted squares
of deviations of theoretical values of dark currents
from their experimental values, the attempts to fit the
parameters of nonlinear dependencies Eg= f(T)
starting from zero-order approximations (involving the
assumptions: up = (T,I and Et - Ei) are not
successful, because they lead to non-physical solutions
[e.g. values up to 1.75 eV for the energy gap in Si].
Because the correction introduced by the factor
coshL EhrE1 ] is more important for the depletion
term (see relation (2)) of dark currents than the energy

gap temperature dependence, the study of deep-level
traps energies has to be accomplished previously.

7. DEEP-LEVEL TRAPS
We accomplished the fitting of the parameters of the
theoretical model given by relations (2) [with the
assumption crp = T,, ] and (5), obtaining the values of
parameters

Devo(I1ff

De(j ep,Eg,E,

-Ei. The

average accuracy of this description (2.36%) is better
than that of the standard (simplified) description
(2.7225%) and rather near to the lowest limit of
experimental errors (1 .608%). After the elimination of
the roughly erroneous values, the remaining results
grouped in the confidence intervals:
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Et -Ei=27.14±7.l6mneV (I1 pixels) and
|Et - Ei1= 54.47 ± 5.90 meF (other 6 pixels), the
results referring to the 18t"' studied pixel converging
towards lEt - Ei = 91.01 me V .

We compared these results with those fronm the
specialty literature, synthesized by Table 1. It results
that the possible assignments of the obtained
'El -EiI values are: Ni, Co, Aui (or perhaps Pt) for
the interval 27.14±7.16 meV, Mni (or perhaps Pt) for
the interval 54.47±5.90 mneV, Fe. the unidentified trap
1 [25] (or perhaps Pt) for lEt - Ei| 91 meV. A more
accurate evaluation of the efficiency (counts/e-) of the
studied CCDs will allow us to use some additional
assignment criteria.

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

Table 1. Deep-level traps in Si' and corresponding
gen7eration2 iates

Trap

lEt - Ei

Generation
rates (e7/s at

References

Pt)
Pt3

20
< 30
< 30
- < 50
60
90 130

3700
565
6400
970

[23]
[25]
[25]
[25]
[25]

Trap I
Fe

100
120... 150

70
195

(meV)

Pt,
Ni, Co
Ail1

Mnz

55t)

[10]
[II]
[12]

[13]

[25]
[25]

8. CONCLUISIONS
The good agreement of the obtained values of the
deep-level traps energies with the experimental results
obtained by means of different methods (as EPR [ 19],
the deep-level transient spectroscopy [23], [24], the

resistance = f(T) method [20], [21], etc), as well as the
proximity of the average description error (2.36%) of
the theoretical model predictions relative to the lowest
limit of experimental errors (1.61%) indicate the high
plausibility of the studied model. Some additional
information concerning the ap, a,, cross-sections
and the temperature dependence of the energy gap in
Si are expected to be obtained in following, by means
of the used dark current spectroscopy (DCS) method.
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